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class to turn and quickly talk to a partner about
her questions, “What do you notice? Why do you
think I arranged the children in this way?”
In less than a minute, students’ hands shoot
up into the air as they share their thinking. “I see
white, white, red; white, white, red. It’s a pattern!”
says Victor. The others nod their heads in agreement. “It’s an AAB pattern,” volunteers Lilli. “We
learned about that last year.”
The teacher acknowledges their responses
and says, “We look for patterns all the time.
Every day we talk about patterns when we have
calendar time. At lunch, we line up in a boy, girl,
boy, girl pattern. Do you notice a pattern on my
pants today?” In unison, children respond, “It’s
blue, white, blue, white,” as they study the striped
pants their teacher is wearing. She asks them
to name the pattern another way, and many
respond, “AB.”
The teacher repeats this activity, lining up a
new set of students. I listen in to snippets of students’ paired conversations: “It’s not blue, blue,
blue, white.” “Is it short, tall, short, tall?” “No, that
doesn’t work.” “Is it skirt, shorts, skirt, shorts?”
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It’s noon on a Friday and I’ve just arrived in one
of my favourite primary classrooms to see what
the children are doing in maths. The students
rustle in from the playground after lunch, and
we greet each other eagerly. “Good morning,” I
say to Kiarah, and then quickly correct myself as
I look at the classroom clock overhead. “I mean,
good afternoon. It’s 12.02.”
“It’s p.m.,” replies Kiarah. “We talked about
that last week. It was a.m., but now it’s p.m.
because it’s after 12.00 in the afternoon, and
that’s when we have maths!” Kiarah is ready to
settle in for maths time, because her teacher has
created clear structures for her children through
daily routines. Students know what to expect
and are ready to learn.
Children gather near their teacher on the floor
in the whole-group teaching area. “I need some
helpers to stand up here in front,” says the teacher
as she calls several students by name and arranges
them in a line. By doing this, she gets the children’s
attention and prepares them to think about the
maths concept being studied – patterns. After she
has lined up the children, she asks the rest of the
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The teacher arranges students in front of the room and asks the class to tell what they notice.

ow

crash, crash. But we notice that some students are
reading the pattern from right to left. So we are
explicit in telling students to read the patterns from
left to right, just like when reading a book.
At the end of the story, the teacher lines up
coloured cubes to match the cars in the book (yellow, red, blue, purple and orange). She places them
in the chalk tray behind her and has students take
turns showing some of the patterns Molly could
make with the cars. Students volunteer their ideas:
“Molly could make a purple, green, purple, green
pattern. That’s an AB pattern.” “Or she could do
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Finally, they get it. “It’s boy, girl, boy, girl.” To check
their thinking, the teacher walks behind each child
in the line as the class says the pattern together:
“Boy, girl, boy, girl . . .” When she gets to the last
student, the teacher asks, “Who would come next if
we continued the pattern?”
“A boy,” the students say enthusiastically.
“Why?” asks the teacher.
“Because the last person was a girl, so next
would be a boy. It’s boy, girl, boy, girl,” says William.
“Just like we were lining up for lunch.” The teacher
also has students say the pattern: A, B, A, B . . .” as she
walks behind each child in line again. She’s teaching them to think in flexible ways about patterns.
Following this brief warm-up, the teacher tells
the children, “Here’s a new book from one of our
favourite maths authors, Stuart J. Murphy [2000]
– Beep Beep, Vroom Vroom! Do you hear a pattern
already? I think you’ll enjoy this story about a little
sister named Molly who plays with her big brother’s cars while he is out of the room. As you listen,
pay attention to the patterns in this book.”
As the teacher reads aloud this book, the children quickly catch on to the patterns and participate in naming how Molly arranges the cars. They
mention the colours of the cars, and some notice
the cars’ shapes. A few even catch on to the pattern
of sounds in the book: beep, beep, vroom, vroom,

The class names the pattern as the teacher moves from
one child to the next: ABAB, or girl, boy, girl, boy.
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green, green, purple, green, green, purple – an AAB
pattern.” “If she shared with Kevin, they could put
them together and do red, yellow, green, purple,
blue . . . or all kinds of patterns!”
The teacher has planted a seed with this book
and will return to it on another day to reinforce
the idea of repeating patterns. Over time, she will
extend the children’s thinking to growing patterns
and ultimately to number patterns.

ow

The teacher reads aloud Beep Beep, Vroom Vroom! to
the class to introduce the concept of repeating patterns.
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The children have been sitting for a while, so
she moves them to their desks and distributes pattern blocks to each table. Using a projection device,
she models how to make an AB pattern with her
blocks and demonstrates that she wants students
to “make it, say it, write it”. She makes her pattern,
reads it in several ways (“ABAB”; “triangle, square,
triangle, square”; “green, orange, green, orange”),
and then she show students how to represent their
work on paper by drawing a picture and labelling
the pattern.
As children work independently building three
different patterns (AB, then ABC, then AAB), the
teacher walks around the room to confer with individuals. She helps one child build the pattern from
left to right instead of right to left. She asks another
to name his pattern. He says AB, so she extends his
thinking by asking, “Can you say it another way?”
and helps him to name the pattern with colours
and then with shapes.
At the end of this hands-on lesson, the teacher
asks students what they have learned and then
summarises with them: “Today we worked with
patterns. We made AB, ABC and AAB patterns that

After the read-aloud, children make AB patterns with pattern blocks. The teacher circulates among them, conferring
with individuals about their work. She has them “make it, say it and write it”.
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repeat. Let’s pay attention to patterns all day long.
I’ll bet we’ll notice many!” The materials she has
used in her lesson will be added to a maths station
for practice with patterns over the next few days.
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Two children work at a maths station using connecting
cubes and task cards to make an ABC pattern.

Students in the maths stations are engaged in
a variety of tasks. At some of the stations they are
using materials the teacher included in the previous week’s lessons on patterns. For example, I see
a pair of children seated at desks, using connect-
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When I return to this classroom a week later, I
visit during maths stations time. They have just
finished whole-group maths instruction, and the
teacher announces that it’s time to go to stations.
The children cheer, and the teacher reminds them
to find their name and photo on the stations management board. She calls a few students at a time to
move smoothly to their places by saying, “If you
are wearing a red shirt, you and your partner may
go to your first station.” All children work with
a partner using familiar materials from previous
whole-group (and sometimes, small-group) lessons.
The materials are stored in plastic, lidded
containers on a wooden shelf. Each container is
labelled with a number from 1 to 10. Students
take turns getting their maths bin and taking it
to a numbered spot in the room that corresponds
with their numbered container. In pairs, they walk
quickly and quietly to gather materials and set to
work immediately. After all students are situated,
the teacher goes to the small-group table to join the
four students whose names on the management
board show that they’ll meet with her. She begins
a lesson matched to their needs.
The class works productively for about thirty
minutes – at the first station for fifteen minutes
and at a second station for fifteen minutes – while
the teacher works with two different small groups,
focusing on the particular needs of students in
those groups. Some days she may walk around the
stations observing and noting the children at work;
other days, like today, she meets with one or two
groups. Children switch to their second station,
which is also noted on the management board,
when the teacher rings a bell.

uc

One Week Later

An “I Can” list made with the class helps students
remember what to do at this station on working with
patterns.
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ing cubes to make patterns much like they did in
whole group a week ago. They use task cards on a
ring to help them decide which pattern to make.
“Look, Mrs Diller, we made an ABC pattern,” they
tell me proudly. “We are doing make it, say it, write
it!” They use an “I Can” list to keep them focused
so they don’t finish early and start building towers.
(See page 52 for more information on “I Can” lists.)
At another station, I spot children using the
Beep Beep, Vroom Vroom! book from the previous
week. They are working with cubes that match
the colours of the cars in the illustrations. They sit
beside each other on the floor and use the book to
act out the story as they re-create patterns found
there. When they get to the last page, they make
new patterns using these familiar materials. They
use paper provided and draw the pattern they
think Molly and Kevin will create next. Behind
them, two more children sit on the carpet playing
a counting game that was introduced several days
earlier.
In another work station, two children are collecting data. They are armed with clipboards and
are taking a survey of other students in the classroom. “Which do you like better, reading alone,
buddy reading or when an adult reads to you?”
they inquire of a classmate. They walk quietly
around the room, stopping off to question a few of
their peers who are playing another counting game.
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Chapter 1: What Is a Maths Work Station?

Familiar materials and an “I Can” list are included at this
station, where children work with patterns.

A pair of students uses the book Beep Beep, Vroom
Vroom! to create patterns using coloured connecting
cubes that match the colours of the cars in the book.

They will share what they learned at the end of
maths time.
The rest of the children are working at other
maths stations with partners or are meeting with
the teacher in small group. At the end of stations
time, the teacher rings a bell as a signal to clean
up and meet on the carpet in the whole-group
teaching area. The children promptly put away all
their materials and gather on the floor. The teacher
leads a short discussion during which students take
turns showing and telling about what they did and
learned this day in small group and/or at maths
work stations. The teacher asks, “What did you do?
What did you explore? Were there any problems

© 2018 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760562717 • SHP2717
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Two students take a survey as part of maths stations work for data collection and analysis. They ask their classmates
about how they prefer to read, and then record the results. Over time, they will create graphs too.

ow

data they collected. “We counted 5 kids that like to
read alone,” says Austin.
“And 3 said they like buddy reading the best,”
adds his partner.
“How many students liked having an adult
read to them?” prompts the teacher.
“Oh, 6,” the surveyors say. “It was the one that
got the most votes.”
Andrea raises her hand and shares, “We had a
problem today. Sam and I liked the counting game
at our station, but somebody didn’t put the dice
back where they belong.” The class decides to place
a small container on top of the maths stations shelf
with extra dice, so students won’t waste time looking for these materials if needed. If someone finds
an extra die, they can simply put that material in
this container, labelled dice.
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at stations today, and how did you solve them?”
These questions and others are written on sharing
time cards (found on page 224 in the appendix) to
help the teacher lead the discussion. The teacher
chooses one or two questions a day to keep the children engaged during this five-minute sharing time.
A child who worked with the Beep Beep, Vroom
Vroom! book tells how much fun he and his partner had making patterns with cubes and shows a
drawing of some of the patterns they made. Some
of the other kids comment that they can’t wait to
go there. Students from the survey station show the
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Student Engagement

At the close of maths stations time, a student shares his
ideas on how to solve a problem with the rest of the class.

As you can tell from this classroom scenario, providing quality instruction with connected independent practice through maths work stations is
a structure that highly engages students. Instead of
sitting at their desks filling out worksheets while
the teacher monitors their work, the children in the
classroom described are motivated to practise and
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Play a game.
Make something.
Talk with a partner.
Act something out.
Tell a story.
Solve a problem.
Record ideas by writing or drawing.
Move.
Do something new.
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Teachers can do much to set up success for students by considering what students pay attention
to and what engages them. To increase students’
attention to tasks, have them do these things:
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Maths work stations provide all of the preceding and more.

Defining Maths Work Stations
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learn. This frees up the teacher either to meet with
differentiated small groups or to observe and take
anecdotal notes about children working at stations.
I began using the term work stations rather than
centres to remind the children that what they are
doing during this time is their work. It is not like
indoor recess or a free play time. The term work stations also helps signal to teachers that these are not
an extra. They are not something students turn to
when their work is finished. Work stations are for
all children. The tasks that students do at their work
stations take the place of worksheets. The emphasis
is on hands-on learning and problem-solving that
engages students.
While visiting numerous classrooms across the
United States and Canada, I have never met a child
who told me they didn’t like work stations. In fact,
students often hug me and tell me how much they
love going to stations. They are eager to participate
in this format.
Eric Jensen writes about getting the brain’s
attention in his book Teaching with the Brain in
Mind (1998). He suggests that to increase students’
intrinsic motivation and keep their attention,
teachers should provide choices, make learning
relevant and personal, and make it engaging (emotional, energetic and physical). These are exactly
the factors that make maths work stations successful in classrooms.
Jensen writes that a change in location is one
of the easiest ways to get the brain’s attention. At
maths work stations, students move to various
places in the classroom to participate in learning
with partners. Jensen also suggests that teachers
provide a rich balance of novelty and ritual. In
contrast to individual work, maths work stations
provide novelty as children partake in a variety of
tasks around the classroom. In each chapter that
follows I show how to maintain novelty in work
stations and thus engage students (and reduce
behaviour problems). See the sections titled “Ways
to Keep Stations Going Throughout the Year” in
Chapters 4 to 8 for ideas.

Maths work stations are areas within the classroom where students work with a partner and use
instructional materials to explore and expand their
mathematical thinking. During maths stations, a
variety of activities reinforces and/or extends prior
instruction, allowing children the opportunity to
develop their mathematical understanding. Maths
work stations are a time for children to practise
problem-solving while reasoning, representing,
communicating and making connections among
mathematical topics as the teacher observes and
interacts with individuals at work or meets with
a small group for differentiated maths instruction.

Areas Within the Classroom
The physical set-up of maths stations is somewhat
different from literacy work stations. For many
literacy stations, teachers use existing classroom
furniture, such as an easel for a big book station, a
tape recorder for a listening station and a pocket
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Maths stations are organised in numbered clear plastic
tubs with lids and handles in one Foundation Year classroom. This system makes it easy for students to find and
return their station materials. The tubs are stored on a
shelf that’s easy for children to access. A basket on top
holds oversize materials that don’t fit in the tubs.

classroom to spread kids all around the room. Use
student desks, the floor (or carpet squares on the
floor if needed), carpet space (if you have it), even
pocket charts that may hang on a bulletin board or
stand. You might also have some students work at
computers or with your interactive whiteboard, if
you have one. If your desks are arranged in groups
of four, you might seat just two students at each
group to minimise noise. By having some kids sit
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chart for a pocket chart station. With maths work
stations, because there are so many manipulatives,
you may want to use portable containers stored in
one area. I like clear plastic tubs with lids (and handles, if possible). Label the front of each container
with a number (these are maths stations!). Number
the stations from 1 to 10 if you have twenty to
twenty-four students. If you’re fortunate enough to
have a smaller class size, adjust accordingly. If you
have more than twenty-four students, add a maths
station for every additional pair of children. Before
you panic, know that you may duplicate stations
to make this more manageable. Also, don’t worry
about setting up all of these immediately. You will
want to introduce them one at a time over several
weeks early in the school year. A system for doing
this will be described in Chapter 3.
Each station will house materials for students
to share with a partner at various places around
the room. Choose a central location to keep these
numbered maths stations. You might use a shelf or
benchtop that is easily accessible to your students.
It is possible to use some of your literacy work
station areas for maths station areas if you’d like. For
example, if you have a pocket chart literacy station,
you might want to use maths activities involving
a pocket chart in that same location during maths
time. Simply post a numeral there to correspond
with the appropriate numbered container of maths
pocket chart materials. Likewise, the computer
can be used for both literacy and maths stations.
(See the sections titled “Technology Connections”
in Chapters 4 to 8 for ideas for a maths computer
station.) A computer is a “computer station” for literacy work stations and may be “station 3” during
maths stations time. The “writing station”, which is
a place to write stories, letters and responses during
reading time, can also be a place to make maths-related books or write problems during maths time,
when it would be called “station 6”.
Students take their numbered containers to
places around the classroom that are labelled with
corresponding numerals. Use every inch of your
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Maths stations are stored in numbered clear plastic containers with lids on a countertop in a Year 2 classroom.
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at their desks and others on floor spaces, the noise
in your room will decrease and will be distributed
to make the room feel quieter and calmer. Also,
children won’t mix up their materials with another
pair’s seated at the table.
Sit at your small-group table and look around
the room to be sure you can see every student at all
of the maths stations. If you can’t, move furniture
around to be sure you have clear visibility. You’ll
want to keep an eye on the students to check their
engagement during times when you’re working
with small groups.

Two children sit at a table to work at a measurement
station. Their teacher observes and talks with them as
they weigh plastic farm animals using a balance scale.
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A shelf unit on wheels holds numbered maths stations
with lids in a Year 1 classroom.
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Students work in pairs around the room with portable maths stations materials. Some work on the floor.
Others are at tables.

In this Year 2 classroom, the teacher meets with a small
group for maths while the rest of the class works at stations around the room. Some use the computer station.
Others work in pairs on the floor or at their desks.

Working with Partners
Many teachers tell me their classrooms get too
noisy when students are at centres. To decrease
the noise level, try reducing the number of students working together. Pairing students reduces
the amount of interpersonal work they must do.
It’s easier to take turns, share and even discuss when
there are just two people involved rather than
three or four. Increased student engagement occurs
with students in pairs, too. When there are just two
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